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Corner overgrowth: Bending a high mobility two-dimensional electron
system by 90°

M. Grayson,a! D. Schuh, M. Huber, M. Bichler, and G. Abstreiter
Walter Schottky Institut, Technische Universität München, D-85748 Garching, Germany

sReceived 8 September 2004; accepted 16 November 2004; published online 7 January 2005d

Introducing an epitaxial growth technique called corner overgrowth, we fabricate a quantum
confinement structure consisting of a high-mobility GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunction overgrown on top
of an ex situcleaved substrate corner. The resulting corner-junction quantum-well heterostructure
effectively bends a two-dimensional electron systems2DESd at an atomically sharp 90° angle. The
high-mobility 2DES demonstrates fractional quantum Hall effect on both facets. Lossless
edge-channel conduction over the corner confirms a continuum of 2D electrons across the junction,
consistent with Hartree calculations of the electron distribution. This growth technique differs
distinctly from cleaved-edge overgrowth and enables a complementary class of embedded quantum
heterostructures. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1851010g
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The fabrication of quantum confined electron syst
with increasingly complex geometries will become impor
as advances in technology reduce the size and dimensio
of electronic devices. In standard low-dimensional semi
ductor systems, the confinement potential is atomically s
only in the epitaxial growth direction and smooth on
order of several 100 Å by gating or etching in the in-pl
directions. One approach to achieve sharper in-plane
finement is to imbed quantum heterostructures within a c
tal by using a sequence of orthogonal growths. Gro
breaking work using crystal regrowth techniques1 and
cleaved-edge overgrowth2 utilized two distinct growth step
to produce high-mobility transport structures with sh
quantizing potentials in multiple directions.1,3–10 This letter
introduces a corner overgrowth technique that, in asingle
growth step, creates atomically sharp quantum confine
in two perpendicular directions which meet at a corner ju
tion. We apply this technique to fabricate an L-shaped j
tion between two orthogonal high-mobility two-dimensio
electron systemss2DESd and demonstrate lossless flow
quantum Hall edge channels across the junction as pro
the continuity of the 2D system.

We call our device the corner quantum-well heteroju
tion sCQWd, fabricated by over-growing a standa
GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunction structure on anex situcleaved
corner. To achieve high-quality growth across the co
both facets must have the same Miller index class. Sincex
situ cleaving is used to create the atomically sharp cor
substrate, we will restrict growths to two particular geo
etries that expose orthogonalh110j-class planes. One can
ther cleave as110d-GaAs substrate wafer once in t

orthogonals11̄0d plane sFig. 1, type Id, or one can take

s001d-GaAs wafer and cleave twice in thes110d and s11̄0d
planessFig. 1, type IId. In both cases, the shared corner

tween thes110d and s11̄0d planes serves as the overgrow
corner and is mounted facing the molecular flux. For sh

hand, we refer tos110d as thes facet ands11̄0d as thep facet
scorresponding to “substrate” and “precleave,” respectiv
for type I samplesd.
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The samples were grown in a Epi Gen-II molec
beam epitaxy system with an ultrahigh vacuum ambiensP
<10−11 mbard. The ẑ axis in Fig. 1 is the rotation axis of th
substrate as well as the axis around which the mole
sources are symmetrically arranged at an azimuthal
uS=33°. The molecular fluxF0 is first calibrated with
RHEED on a standard flat substrate. The corner substr
then mounted in its place with boths andp facets at a nom
nal us=90°−up=45° angle. Under continuous rotation
anglea around theẑ axis, the flux incident on the tilteds
facet will consist of an oscillating component which av
ages to zero, and a constant component equal to the RH
calibrated flux F0 projected onto the tilted surface,Fs
=F0 cossusd.

11 The complementaryp facet will correspond
ingly see an average flux ofFp=F0 cossupd=F0 sinsusd. One
main result of this work is that in spite of fluctuations in
molecular flux due to rotation, we nonetheless achieve
quality crystal growth on the tilted facets of the corner s
strate. After oxide desorbtion, the sample is overgrown u
rotation sda /dt=7 rpmd at a substrate temperature ofTsub

FIG. 1. sTopd Cleaved corner substrates: Type I froms110d wafers, type I
from s001d wafers. sBottomd SEM micrograph of corner overgrowth t
structure.sRightd Schematic of growth geometry: rotation axisẑ, source

angleuS, substrate angleus, and precleave angleup.
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=460 °C with all molecular fluxes increased by a facto
1/coss45°d=Î2 to compensate for the geometrically redu
flux on the tilted substrate. For a typical growth, the be
equivalent pressure BEPAs4

=5310−5 mbar, and BEPGa

=2.2310−7 mbar, corresponding to a RHEED calibrated
growth rate of 2.4 Å/s on a flat substrate.

In the SEM picture in Fig. 1, we confirm the sharpn
of the corner growth morphology in a test corner-overgr
superlattice structure. Using the RHEED calibrated flux
ues, the three dark bands on the leftp sright sd side of the
sample are 810 Ås560 Åd AlAs separated by lighte
GaAs/AlGaAs layers of varying thickness 1620, 1620,
2430 Å s1120, 1120, and 1680 Åd from the surface down
wards. The corner junction clearly maintains a sharp
corner profile even under regrowth. The slightly thicker
ers on the left result from a growth angle ofus=56° with the
ratio of thicknessesd on the two sides equal tods/dp
=tansusd. The jagged cleave is a consequence of forcin
break in a noncleavages001d plane, perpendicular to the tw

natural cleave planess110d and s11̄0d.
The transport structure that is the focus of this letter

CQW heterojunction, analogous to a single hetero-inte
2DEG in planar structures. The growth consists of
AlGaAs/GaAs superlattice buffer and a base layer of G
followed by growth on each facet of nominally 1200
Al0.3Ga0.7As, Si-d doping, 3000 Å Al0.3Ga0.7As, and a 100 Å
GaAs cap layerssee Fig. 2 insetd. The sample is electrical
contacted with indium, alloyed onto the sample edges a
from the overgrown corner. By measuring the four-point
gitudinal resistance of the two facets at 350 mKsFig. 2d, the
densities of the two facets can be independently mea
with the result: ns=1.0731011 cm−2 and np=1.30
31011 cm−2. Observation of fractional quantum Hall effe
minima forming at this strength at filling factorn=2/3 at
350 mK attests that both facets have a transport mobili
orderm<53105 cm2/V s.

We explain the dissimilarity in the two densities by c
sidering that the thickness of growth on the two facets
not be equal if the corner is not mounted atexactly 45°
during growth. Assuming that the dopant density is on

FIG. 2. Rxx for the two facets, with densitiesns=1.0731011 cm−2, np

=1.3031011 cm−2. Fractional QH minima atn=2/3 attest to sample qualit
Inset: Bent heterojunction quantum well structure.
verge of parallel conduction atus=45° as per design, the
Downloaded 31 Jan 2005 to 129.187.254.46. Redistribution subject to AIP
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curve calculated in Fig. 3 shows the 2D densitynssusd
=nps90°−usd as well as the parallel conduction density of
d-doping layernd as a function of substrate tilt angleus. One
sees the predominant effect of large tilt anglessus.45°d is
thinner layers, and a corresponding rapid depletion of th
density due to the proximity of the surface pinning poten
Conversely, with smaller tilt anglessus,45°d the layers ar
thicker, and the density drops only slightly due to the
creasing spacer thicknessd between the 2D and the satura
dopant layer. With decreasingus, the excess doping rapid
accumulates electron density in the parallel conducting
ant layer. A growth angle ofus=47° would account for th
appropriate ratio ofns/np observed in the measured devi

To demonstrate continuity of the 2D electron system
first measure the two-point resistance across the corn
zero magnetic field,B. The cross-corner resistance is,1 kV
comparable to the two-point resistivities within a given fa
our first indication of a continuous 2D system. For a m
rigorous demonstration of 2D continuity, we apply a m
netic field and tilt the sample to an angle where the fil
factors on the two facets make simple integer ratios. Figu
shows the casens/np=2 sus=31.3°d, and the inset shows t
edge-state diagram for thens:np=2:1 case. With a curren
supplied from contactY to contactZ the four-point resistanc
across the corner between voltage contactsA andB, RAB

cc , is
zero s0±0.5 Vd whenever both 2D systems are gap
sdashed line,ns:np=2:1,4:2,6:3d. From the Landauer
Büttiker diagram, this means the outermost edge chan
transmitted across the corner with no backscattering, de

FIG. 3. Calculated 2Ds-facet carrier densityns and parallel conductio
carrier density ind-dopant layernd plotted as a function of substrate grow
angleus sup=90°−usd. Inset: Hartree calculation of charge densityssolidd,
separated into 1Dsdottedd and 2Dsdashedd contributions.

FIG. 4. Four-point cross-corner resistances.RAB
cc =0 and RCD

cc =sns

−npd /nsnp sh/e2d when both facets are gapped, as predicted by

Landauer–Buttiker formalismsinsetd.
 license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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strating the continuity of the 2D electron system across
corner. For voltage contactsC-D in the same gapped region
the Landauer–Büttiker equations12 predict the observe
RCD

cc =sns−npd /nsnpsh/e2d.
We calculated the self-consistent Hartree electron

sity at the CQW heterojunction, revealing an enhanced
sity exactly at the corner. Integrating the electron den
cross-sectionally in thes100d direction and projecting on
the corner profile indicated by the dashed line in the ins
Fig. 3, we arrive at a measure of the local 2D density a
the CQW, unfolded and plotted as a solid line in Fig. 3, in
We observe a single, deeply bound one-dimensionals1Dd-
wire ground state at the cornersd=0d with calculated groun
energyEF−E0=7 meV and spatial extentDx0=200 Å sdot-
ted lined. All other states have much weaker binding ene
EF−Enù1ø4 meV and much larger spatial extentDxnù1
.1000 Å, so we subtract out the 1D density and label
remainder as two-dimensional in charactersdashed lined.
Breaking the total charge density into 2D and 1D densi
we observe in the inset of Fig. 2 that the 2D states main
a remarkably uniform densityn=1.231011 cm−2 up to
within lF /2 of the corner, wherelF /2=Îp /2n=360 Å is
half the Fermi wavelength. We also see small Friedel o
lations away from the corner with the expected periodlF /2.
We note that the calculated 2D continuum of electrons ac
the corner is consistent with the observed low cross-co
resistance and lossless edge channel conduction.

In conclusion, a kind of quantum confinement struc
by over-growing anex situcleaved corner substrate has b
presented. Self-consistent Hartree calculations pred

tightly bound wire state at the junction, along with a con-
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tinuum of 2D electrons which approach the corner wi
remarkably uniform density. The bent 2D electron sys
shows high mobility and continuity as characterized w
magnetotransport.
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